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Jonathan Oldbuck and his circle are relieved, on the one
hand, by the stately gloom of the Grlenallans, on the other,
by the stern affliction of the poor fisherman, who, when
discovered repairing the "anld black bitch o' a boat" in
which his boy had been lost, and congratulated by his
visitor on being capable of the exertion, makes answer,
— "And what would you have me to do, unless I wanted
to see four children starve, because one is drowned?
It's weel wi* you gentles, that can sit in the house wi'
handkerchers at your een, when ye lose a friend; but the
like o' us maun to our wark again, if our hearts were
beating as hard as my hammer."
It may be worth noting, that it was in correcting the
proof sheets of this novel that Scott first took to equip-
ping his chapters with mottoes of his own fabrication.
On one occasion he happened to ask John Ballantyne,
who was sitting by him, to hunt for a particular passage
in Beaumont and Fletcher. John did as he was bid, but
did not succeed in discovering the lines. "Hang it,
Johnnie," cried Scott, "I believe I can make a motto
sooner than you will find one." He did so accordingly;
and from that hour, whenever memory failed to suggest
an appropriate epigraph, he had recourse to the inexhaust-
ible mines of "old play" or "old ballad," to which we
owe some of the most exquisite verses that ever flowed
from his pen.
Unlike, I believe, most men, whenever Scott neared
the end of one composition, his spirits seem to have
caught a new spring of buoyancy, and before the last
sheet was sent from his desk, he had crowded his brain
with the imagination of another fiction. The Antiquary
was published, as we have seen, in May, but by the
beginning of April he had already opened to the Ballan-
tynes the plan of the first Tales of my Landlord; and —
to say nothing of Harold the Dauntless, which he began
shortly after The Bridal of Triermain was finished, and
which he seems to have kept before him for two years

